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A Tragicomedy in Three Acts

Intermission after Act II



Welcome to Güllen!
Tonight, you are inhabitants of this small town called 
Güllen, the home town of bil l ionairess Claire 
Zachanassian. When she was 17 years old and still 
called Kläri Wäscher, she was abandoned by her 
boyfriend, Alfred  Ill, after he had gotten her pregnant. 
She had to leave the town in her advanced pregnancy, 
her red hair in pigtails and dressed in a sailor’s  suit, with 
the townfolk smirking after her. Now she returns to 
Güllen as a grand “old dame” – and demands “justice” …

Some stage directions for you, 
our dear audience and fellow Gülleners

The action takes place in six locations: 
LEFT !! Train Station and Forest of Konradsweil, 
FRONT! Restaurant of the Golden Apostle / 
! ! Ill‘s Shop / Police Station / Mayor’s Office /
! ! Church, 
RIGHT! Balcony of the Golden Apostle and
! ! Peters’ Barn, 
CENTRE! the Theatre Auditorium of the Golden 
! ! Apostle, where your seats are located. 

Depending on where the action occurs, please turn your 
chair to the left, to the front, or to the right. 

As inhabitant of Güllen this play will get you moving …

Friedrich Dürrenmatt
5 January 1921 to 14 December 1990
Swiss author, dramatist, and painter

Dürrenmatt created his own type of tragicomedy, a 
mixture of tragic and comic elements; in his opinion, this 
was “the only possible dramatic form to express the 
tragic today”. For tragedy  presupposes “guilt, a plight, 
measure, a general view, and responsibility” in order to 
fulfill its aim of the individual’s catharsis. However, 
according to Dürrenmatt, guilt is blurred and shirked off 
in the confusion of the modern world, which can only be 
approached via the grotesque. Thus, he used “the harsh 
light of satire” to point out the “contradiction between 
people’s thoughts and actions”. 

“The Visit“ is considered not only  Dürrenmatt’s best play, 
but also one of the most important dramas of German 
language theatre since 1945. Dürrenmatt shows himself 
as “enunciator of a paradoxical moral in a burlesque 
costume”; his play is a parody of consumer society and a 
treatise about the ambiguity of what human beings call 
“good” and “evil”.


